
The World’s Biggest Coffee Morning – Editing Task

macmillan is a charity that helps people whith cancer a lot of peeple in the Uk
get cancer and because they often find it hard to cope with, macmillan offers 
them and there familys support at this difficult tiem macmillan can help people in 
a number of ways may they send a nurse to a persons house; supply them with 
specific information about their kind of cancer gave financial help or provid
counselling over the phone the Macmillan website tells us that patsy not her real 
name is scared to fynd she had cancer but said this about her macmillan nurse, 
she was an angle and helped me sea the light at the end of the tunnal

as Macmillan was a charity, it needs to raise funds so it can carry on its good 
work The worlds Biggest Coffee Morning is Macmillans biggest fundraising event 
The first ever Coffee morning takes plaise in 1990 Now, lots of people all over 
the uK held annual coffee Mornings; selling cake and coffee to frends or work 
mates over the years, the coffee mornings have included many different 
fundraising events, from pub quizzies to garden parties people have even 
atempted world records: the highest coffee morning abored a plain the most 
distant coffee morning in antarctica; and the worlds deepest coffee morning –
down a mine.  

since then, Macmillan Coffee Mornings have raisied over £138 million! Isnt that 
amasing altogether, drink people will around 6 million cups of coffee and ate 
over 12 million slices cake at the next Biggest coffee Morning in the World! why 
dont you run won at your school Maybe your could decorate you class room  like 
hogwarts castle in harry potter and had a magikal feast whatever you decided –
you and your friends could have fun whilst raising money for a good cause

Editing Challenge
1. Mark 25 missing capital letters in blue
2. Add 12 missing full stops in red
3. Underline 20 spelling mistakes in green
4. Add 2 missing question marks in yellow
5. Underline words written in the wrong order in orange
6. Underline 8 verb tense errors in brown
7. Add the pair of missing inverted commas in grey
8. Add 6 missing apostrophes in pink
9. Draw 1 pair of brackets in purple
10. Add 2 missing dashes in dark blue
11. Add 2 missing semicolons in light pink
12. Add 2 missing colons in dark green
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Like this? Find more differentiated 
Charity resources here.

https://classroomsecrets.co.uk/tag/charity/


The World’s Biggest Coffee Morning – Editing Task

Macmillan is a charity that helps people with cancer. A lot of people in the UK
get cancer and because they often find it hard to cope with, Macmillan offers 
them and their families support at this difficult time. Macmillan can help people 
in a number of ways: they may send a nurse to a person’s house; supply them 
with specific information about their kind of cancer; give financial help or provide
counselling over the phone. The Macmillan website tells us that Patsy (not her 
real name) was scared to find she had cancer but said this about her Macmillan 
nurse, “She was an angel and helped me see the light at the end of the tunnel.”

As Macmillan is a charity, it needs to raise funds so it can carry on its good 
work. The World’s Biggest Coffee Morning is Macmillan’s biggest fundraising 
event. The first ever Coffee Morning took place in 1990. Now, lots of people all 
over the UK hold annual Coffee Mornings; selling cake and coffee to friends or 
work mates. Over the years, the coffee mornings have included many different 
fundraising events, from pub quizzes to garden parties. People have even 
attempted world records: the highest coffee morning – aboard a plane; the most 
distant coffee morning – in Antarctica; and the world’s deepest coffee morning –
down a mine.

Since then, Macmillan Coffee Mornings have raised over £138 million! Isn't that 
amazing? Altogether, people will drink around 6 million cups of coffee and eat
over 12 million slices cake at the next Biggest Coffee Morning in the World! Why 
don’t you run one at your school? Maybe you could decorate your class room  
like Hogwart’s castle in Harry Potter and have a magical feast. Whatever you 
decide – you and your friends could have fun whilst raising money for a good 
cause.

Editing Challenge
1. Mark 25 missing capital letters in blue
2. Add 12 missing full stops in red
3. Underline 20 spelling mistakes in green
4. Add 2 missing question marks in yellow
5. Underline words written in the wrong order in orange
6. Underline 8 verb tense errors in brown
7. Add the pair of missing inverted commas in grey
8. Add 7 missing apostrophes in pink
9. Draw 1 pair of brackets in purple
10. Add 2 missing dashes in dark blue
11. Add 2 missing semicolons in light pink
12. Add 2 missing colons in dark green
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